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amendment of any particular clause. That is 
ihe practice that we are following in this 
House all along. So I would request the hon. 
Members to follow that convention. 

SHRI  GHULAM  RASOOL    MATTO: 
What is the remedy available to me? 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN. You take 
some other course^   Now, the question is: 

That the following amendments made by 
the Lok Sabha in the Essential Commodities 
CAmendment) Bill. 1983, be taken into  
consideration,  namely; 

"Enacting Formula 

I. That at page 1, line 1, for "Thirty-fourth"  
substitute     "Thirty-fifth" 

Clause 1 

"2. That at page  1, line 4, 
for "1983" substitute  984'    "J 

Clause 2 3. That at 
page 1, line 19, for  "1983"  
substitute "1984' 
The motion was adopted. 
SHRI BHAGWAT JHA    AZAD;     Sir, 

I move-That the amendments  made    by      
the Lok Sabha in, the Bill be agreed to. 

The  question  was put and the  motion 
was adopted. 

REFERENCE TO THE REPORTED 
STATEMENT OF THE MINISTER OF 

FINANCE SHRI PRANAB KUMAR 
MUKHERJEE, ON PRESIDENTIAL 

FORM OF GOVERNMENT 

 
THE MINISTER OF FINANCE (SHRI 

PRANAB KUMAR MUKHERJEE): Mr. 
Deputy Chairman, since he has mentioned my 
name. let me anyway clarify the point. 1 do 
not know where he has found it At Hast I did 
not say to any newspaper that I favoured the 
presidential form of government. The 
Calcutta press asked me a question, "What is 
your reaction to Mr. Charan Singh's 
suggestion that he prefers a certain type of 
government?". 

I said that a debate is going on in the 
country, let the debate go on. in this where is 
the question of expressing my views? 
SHRI SURESH KALMADI (JVIaha-. 

rashtra): Where is the debate? It is only in your 
party. 

SHRI PRANAB KUMAR MUKHERJEE; 
The debate is not on the floor  of the House. 
The debate is at the national level. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN; Now let us 
go to the next item... 

 
MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN. No. no; I 

have not allowed it. I am not allowing you to 
raise it. No, no. This will not go on  record. 

CALLING ATTENTION TO A MA HER OF   
URGENT   PUBLIC   IMPORTANCE 

'Threat to India's security on account    of 
development along mdo-Pak borders  and 
Pakistan's   nuclear     programmes SHRI 
JASWANT SINGH (Rajasthan):Mr   Deputy 
Chairman, I bee to    Call the- 

 Not recorded. 
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[Shri Jaswant Singh] 
attention of the Minister of Defence to the 
threat posed to India's security on account Of 
development along Indo-I'ak borders and 
Pakistan's nuclear programmes 

THE MINISTER OF DEFENCE (SHRi R. 
VENKATARAMAN); Sir, I share the 
concern of this House on the seruty 
implication, of the recent developments along 
the Line of Control in Jammu & Kashmir and 
also Pakistan's nuclear programme. In fact, 
only on the 4th of this month, I had informed 
both the Houses about certain troop 
movements in the Pakistan occupied Kashmir. 

As the Hon'ble Members are aware, we 
have been stead-fastly pursuing a policy of 
peaceful Co-existence with our neighbours 
and are making continuous efforts to improve 
our relations with them. But unfortunately, 
our friendly gestures ae not always 
reciprocated. Pakistan has been continuing 
with its massive arms build-up with the help 
of the USA and other countries. This arms 
build-up. as I have repeatedly stressed, is far 
in excess of their security needs We have 
information that some of the newly acquired 
sophisticated weapons were tried out dur-ina 
the recent winter military exercises in 
Pakistan. Induction of sophisticated weapons 
in such quantities is naturally a cause for 
concern to us 

It is a fact that bulk of the Pakistani army 
has been deployed on our borders. Pakistan 
has also taken up a programme of 
development of roads and other infrastructure 
close to its borders with us including in 
Pakistan occupied Kashmir. The Karakoram 
Highway built with the help of China and 
other roads being developed in Pakistan 
occupied Kashmir will significantly enhance 
that country's operational and strategic 
capability in the area . 

Pakistani troops have been resorting 1o 
unprovoked firing across the Line of Control 
which but for the utmost restraint exercised 
by our troops, could have Jed to escalation. 
Violations of our air space by Pakistani 
aircraft are also not uncommon. A few days 
back, Pakistani helicopters and fighter aircraft 
had intruded into our    air 

space about which we have lodged      our 
protests. 

Pakistan's continued efforts to achieve 
uranium enrichment and spent-fuel rep-
rocessing capability have raised doubts about 
her declared policy of use of nuclear energy 
for peaceful purposes only. The recent media 
reports regarding Pakistan having attained the 
capability of production of weapons grade 
enriched uranium, have caused us deep 
concern. This has grave security implications 
which we   can   ill-afford   to   ignore. 

Inspite of all these developments, Mr. 
Chairman, we have been exercising utmost 
restraint and are presevering in our policy Of 
peace with Pakistan, We have repeatedly 
expressed our deep concern to Pakistan about 
her massive arms acquisitions, have lodged 
protests regarding violations of our air space 
and have iesolved firing incidents by means 
of flag meetings in keeping with the spirit of 
the Simla Agreement. 

I would like to assure the House that 
Government are fully aware of the gravity of 
the situation and that our armed forces are 
fully prepared to meet any contingency. We 
sincerely hope that Pakistan-would reciprocate 
our efforts to improve relations and would not 
do anything detrimental to such efforts. 

SHRI JASWANT SINGH- Mr. Deputy 
Chairman.the scope of this Calling Attention 
is limited to Indo-Pak border and it docs not 
cover the total security environment of the 
country. Necessarily, therefore, our enquiry 
has to be limited to the context of Tndo-
Pakistani developments, the recent 
developments particularly covered by the 
Hon'ble Defence Minister's statement of 4th 
March and earlier statements and the 
particular aspects, of the nuclear dimension 
about which the Hon' ble Minister's current 
statement has referred. 

I was persuaded to raise this matter in the 
House because quite frankly, T am confuse,) 
by the plethora of statement on the subject 
which have come from the Government ever 
since the Budget Session' started and even 
earlier. 
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The Prime Minister  in reply  in a question in 
the Lok Sabha categorically stated that there is 
recognition of nuclear development of Pakistan 
and our scientists are capable of adequately 
answering that,   That only  half  answers  the   
question.  The  Defence  Minister on various 
occasions    has used  words   to  the effect—
every time  he has   asserted—that   we   are     
suprior  militarily' our country is 'superior' in    
every respect  and  in  the  context  of     
Pakistan while replying to the Defence debate,   
he used words to the effect that our response to 
the threats that we face from Pakistan wili be 
system's response' and he averred that  he,  as  
Defence  Minister,     has      to work on the 
basis that 'Pakistan has nu-cfear capability' and 
he has to     icspond accordingly      Quite  
frequently   he      has mentioned   about  troop   
manoeuvres      in Pakistan  as he has done  
more     recently. Simultaneously,  the  Foreign  
Minister also made a statement, but more    
ambiguous, and in fact not stopping there one 
of the General   Secretaries  of the  ruling     
party went to the extent of categorically s'ating 
that there is going to be conflict between India 
and Pakistan at a particular time and at a 
particular location, that there will be conflict 
with  Pakistan in     Jammu      and Kashmir 
within a year's time.    That was the statement 
made by the General Secretary of the ruling 
party      I was    baffled by that statement and 
as I quite often do I consulted  my  eminent 
colleague,     Shii Advani. as to what that 
statement meant. He said that it is perhaps 
either reflective of the fact of insufficiency of 
education in English or we have yet to take the 
English lessions which have baen sugecsted. 
How ever that may be, the fact remains     that 
on as important a subject as the security of the  
country,  all  the  conflicting     statements that 
have come from  the Government, that have 
come from the party functionary of the ruling 
party and the     bewildering confusion that all 
this has spread, are not answered      
simplistically    by the Hon'ble        Defence    
Minister.        every-time  coming  forward   
and    saying    that there is a danger, that we    
are    strong, that we are adequately prepared 
and that we  are   superior   in   every   respect      
This confusion   is   further   confounded   by   
the continued  political   destabilisation  in   
stra- 

tegically  important  and  sensitive    border 
States—Punjab   and   Assam   are   the   two 
instances—and,  as  if not    content     wi'h that,  
there  are  efforts  made  to politically 
destabilise the State of Jammu and Kashmir.    
Sir, I can assume and work on the basis that the 
purpose behind such statements  could   
possibly   be   to   warn  off  a potential   
adversary  and   the     exaggerated statements 
mad; by the Government may be utilised to 
warn off such an adversary, [he potential 
adversary    it cotild also ba used to gird up the 
national will ana to achieve  a  national  unity of 
purpose. But this   is  a   highly  dangerous  
utilisation  of an exiierhely scarce commodity.    
It could also finally be usej to send signals to a 
third party  that  the  development  in  our 
region   on   account   of   their   interference 
and that this is our response to it.    Now, the   
Government  utilising  the   media,  the manner 
in which it is making these statements in the 
past so many  months, have all really, actually 
left us bewildered and the  more  recent 
instance  of this  is the honourable  the   
Defence   Minister  coming forward on the 4th  
of May. and on his own initiative, giving 
importance to a certain incident which had 
taken place      in the Kargil sector which 
persuaded me to bring  in  this  particular     
matter  in    this House.    What  is  the   
Situation     actually militarily?    That only the 
Government of India could enlighten us about.    
This enlightenment has to be in the most    
specific terms rather than    in    the genealities 
that the statement contains.    Militarily— this 
is the Minister's statement which asserts—we 
have an edge, we h:,ve  a suoc-riority, and he 
has said that the Government  of  India—he  
has  assured  that  tho responsibility   of     the     
Government—will continue   to   be  to  
maintain   this  superiority.     I  will  refer  to  
this  later.   Sir.    It is also about the nuclear 
question.    Now, when   we  consider   both  
the   military   and in nuclear things together as 
one essential ty belonging to the other. I have to 
state categorically   and unequivocally  by 
saving one   thing:     It   is   that   if   Pakistan   
ever made   this   mistake   of  indulging  in   
any kind  of  an    adventurist or ill-thought-out 
posture   or   any  kinj   of  military  posture of   
confrontation     with   India,    whatever, may 
be ths compulsions, whether internal 



 

(Shri Jaswant Singh). 
or external, then it would be committing a 
great folly and it would be a folly which 
would be historical in its dimensions. But 
this is a categorical assertion that has to be 
made at this juncture. Having said that I 
would like to simultaneously say that the 
real danger that we  are facing is not an 
Indo-Pakistan situation developing on 
account of war  of invectives. But the real 
danger that we are facing, which I have had 
occasions to to, which I had mentioned at 
earlier opportunities in this House, is the 
introduction,  Is  the  importation,  in  our  
region  of  the 
 concept of proxy wars.    I would like 
tocaution  the  Government   that   India    
and Pakistan should notbecome the objects 
of superpower conflicts .and should -not 
allow superpower conflicts to  be  imported 
into our region   I do submit, Sir, with due 
deference  that the major factor which 
strikes •   me today is the talk about the 
attainment . of the strategic consensus 
between Pakistan .  and  the  United  States  
resulting in  anna-menta being supplied to 
Pakistan and also (he   consequent   results   
that   have  flowed- from it.   This is a 
dangerous enough situa-tion.    Our  party 
has    categorically    and- clearly stated   
that   ii  is  obligatory  on  us • and on 
our Government to   categorically 
and  specifically  reject  the  theory  of  
anyexclusively of superpower interests in 
thisregion.    If ever we,  India  and  
Pakistan,  fall a prey, become an instrument 
of thesuperpower conflict or the superpower 
po'i-cies being played therein as agencies ot 
thesuperpower   interests,   whether il is       
the United  States or the  Soviet  Union,  
then.   we will be committing a grave ill, and 
a•grave wrong and a grave crime to the peo- 
.   ples of both these nations.Very  briefly    
Sir,  I  would  like   to   and this by quoting 
from an editorial in      the "Indian Express" 
of March   12, and  then      .   I  would  put  
some  questions.    I   am   not       going to 
be very long.    I will take just a .   tittle 
more time and then I will come to : my 
exposition   it is a very brief comment, a 
very brief quotation. It says; 

'The Soviet commentators have long been 
denouncing the US arms supplies to 
Pakistan and have gone on record warning 
India    against  falling into  the     ) 

trap of entering into a '"No-War" pact with 
Islamabad—a strange and not an al-togethei      
disinterested      refrain.      The         Indiam    
Government    spokesmen      and other have 
constantly referred to  Pakistan having been 
sucked    into the US strategic  consensus     
concerning     South         West Asia. If so, is 
India being similarly sucked  into    the  
corresponding    Soviet geo-strategic 
•consensus' in    his part of the  world?  India 
of course, profess non-alignment so too does 
pakistan.' 

Now, Sir, on the question of the nudear 
aspect: in the Tndo-Pak relationship, it is my 
submission that the debate is no    longer as to 
whether Pakistan has nuclear aspirations or 
does not have nuclear aspirations. The debate  
has gone  beyond that.      We have to work on 
the    basis that with the kind of effort that that 
country is putting in is nuclear programme—I 
am not merely referring to Mr. Khan's 
statement on Saj-jad Hyder's statement or what 
Lt. General Akram has said in the introduction 
to  a book on 'Pakistan's nuclear development' 
which   has   come   out   recently-thai       it 
already has  nuclear potentian.  I am  now 
referring to a fundamental question and it is 
the queslion of uranium enrichment the use of 
plutonium. which is being pursued by 
Pakistan,    incidentally, as I said earlier. T 
would like to say that' the    word "plutonium"     
comes    from    the       word "Pluto" which  
means "God of Hell"  .In this area, the debate 
is not as to whether Pakistan is pursuing its 
nuclear aspirations or is not  pursuing its  
nuclear aspirations. What we assert and. 
rightly so. is that our programme  is  for 
peaceful  purposes  and our efforts-  are for 
peaceful nuclear pro-gramrVies   Pakistan     
always    asserts    that its programme is also 
for peaceful purposes.    The debate has, 
therefore, to be on the question that this 
nuclear programme pursued by Pakistan and 
India musi essentially remain peaceful.    The    
transformation op a peaceful nuclear 
programmes inlo a military utilisation of the    
same    programme is not that difficult and it is 
not that it involves any great change of 
technology. That would  be too misleading to 
suggest and   it  would  be  too  misleading  to 
pre-surue that the  technology is so     complex 
that a peaceful nuclear programme cannot 
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be transformed into a more war-like use. The 
real debate on the nuclear question by both 
Pakistan and India is the utilisation, the 
continued utilisation, of this eneigy for 
peaceful purposes, and that is the real debate, 
and it is in that context that what the 
Government says should be, considered—it 
has said that it has taken the initiative—and it 
is in that context that the initiative ought to 
be. (Time Bell rings). I understand your 
agitation, Sir. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN. There •are a 
number of speakers and everybody would 
like to take so much time. Please put the 
questions now. You have expounded the 
whole theory so well 

SHRI IASWANT SINGH: I will just 
conclude in one or two sentences what I have 
to say and then I will put a few questions that 
I have 

Sir, before I come to my specific questions, 
I would like to submit to the Government of 
India that, on account of our continued 
assertion Of our military superiority, we 
would do well not 10 over-react to any and 
every kind of military situation thai may 
develop in the Indo-Pak context. The 
honourable Defence Minister has continually 
said, 'I have to assess the capability of a 
potential adversary and I cannot base my 
reactions on the intentions I submit that this 
capacbility catch, as I put it. and the capability 
matching exercise is all right as long as it is 
limited to the military mind. The military 
mind  in formulating its policies, must indeed 
take only the capability of a potential 
adversary into account. The Government of 
the day, which is a civilian Government, is 
bound and is enjoined to go beyond just a 
consideration of capability and to definitely 
take intentions into account. If intentions are 
hostile then Government must attempt to 
convert those hostile intentions into peaceful 
intentions. It does not do for the Government 
to have only the capability in view and to say 
that it has nothing to do with the potential or 
existing intentions of a possible adversary, I 
think bold ini t iatives  are required 

MR.     DEPUTY    CHAIRMAN:     You 
have already taken 15 minutes.   There are 
about 10 speakers. 

SHRI JASWANT SINGH; I would say that 
bolj initiatives are still required. It is an 
cUiaordinary situation and it will not suffice 
for the Government to come up with ordinary 
responses. My questions are these. Very 
recently, in the U.S. Senate the Foreign 
Relations Committee debated the question of 
continued arms assistance to Pakistan and the 
Senate Committee first required of the 
President to come forward with a 
certification, which the President would have 
had to sign if the militaiy assistance to 
continue, that Pakistan does not possess a 
nuclear explosive device and is not acquiring 
overtly or covertly the technology, material 
or equipment for the purpose of making a 
nuclear weapon. The Senate Foreign 
Relations Committee came up with this 
particular thesis and wanted the U.S 
President.... (Time Bell tings) I have to put 
my questions. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Sixteen 
minutes are over.    What can I do? 

SHRI JASWANT SINGH; I want to put 
my questions.    That is all. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Please put 
the specific questions. 
SHRI JASWANT SINGH;  My specific 

question in this respect is what is the in-
formation of the Government  of India in this 
regard.    Why did the Senate Foreign 
Relations  Committee    change    its    stand 
from   wanting   this   certification   front the 
President in  writing to  a  slightly  altered 
version of it?    Has the Government    of India 
take„ it up with the U. S. Government.     
Secondly,   what   is   the     Government of 
India's information  on  Sino-Pair nuclear axis? 
Thirdly, in the specific context of the Kargil  
sector    incident,     did Pakistan send a protest 
note to the Government  of  India  on   21st  
April?    What were  the  contents  of  that   
note  and  dW we  respond   to  that   note   by   
a   contrary note?   Since the hon.    Minister 
has stated categorically here that we are very    
vigilant  about  the  aircraft intrusion,  is it  a 
fact that following upon the recent landing  of  
a  Lahore,  Flying  Club    airciaft, there  were  
reports  of   an  earlier  landing of  a  Pakistani   
aircraft    near    Ferozepur which  actually 
landed in India for a certain time and then  
flew back to   Pakistan 
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without being intercepted? Sir, I v/uuld like to 
know that on the eve of Vice-President Bush's 
visit to India and in the context of Mr 
Rasgotra's visit to Pakistan, whether these 
matters are going to be taken up at the 
Foreign Secretaries' level at Islamabad. 
Finally if the situation is as serious as the 
Government says would it consider convening 
a Foreign Minister's kvel meeting to discuss 
these various incidents or even a Summit 
level  meeting? 
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Can you tell him to fight against Soviet 
Russia? No. Can you tell him to fight against 
China? No. Fight against Iran— No. Then tell 
me what for is Pakistan having the Atom 
Bomb, spending so much, such a huge 
amoiuit on defence, buying all these 
sophisticated weapons from America the 
latest electronic equipment, combat aircraft. 
t-,nks, submarines and so many other things? 
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SHRI      V1HALRAO      MADHAVRAO 
JADHAV     (Maharashtra):      My.       Jas-
want Singh also took so much time 

SHRI SURESH KALMADI; I will just-
bring it to his notice_ 

If you have got any patriotism left in your 
heart, please hear me what 1 am saying. 

Wftfth&r Government has information that 
China has givcn half a dozen uranium bombs 
designed to fit into the F-16S' which are 
nuclear weapons carriers supplied from U.S.A. 
Whether Pakistan has concentrated fores 
around the Chicken-neck sector of JK 

Whether Government is aware of    the 
fact   that  Chi.na  has... 

SHRI  SURESH   KALMADI;   We  have 
fought two wars, not like you. 
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army stationed on the borders, when on the 
other side the army is armed with atomic 
weapons, nuclear weapons, whether the 
Government is prepared to change its nuclear 
policy and make atom bomb; I want a 
categorical reply. 

SHRI RAMANAND YADAV. Whether 
Soviel Russia has offered light-water nuclear 
icactors to India; if so, whether the 
Government of India will accept that offer; 

Whether it is a fact that offer was for 
enriched uranium fuel rcactoi. and it was 
rejected. Why was it rejected? Why was it 
rejected? May I know? Under what 
circumstances? I would also like to know, 
whether it is a fact that America has refuse^ 
to supply lead windows, according to the 
agreement which was on-tered into between 
Tndia and the U.S.A. in icgard to Tarapur 
atomic plan  Leao" windows are  to  protect  
from.... 

 

My last question is, whether it is a fact that 
the Talcher, Kota, Baroda and Tuticorin  
heavy  water  plants     are      not 

working  in  a  proper  w;:y  and  not   giving 
the  expected   results? 

SHRI J. P. GOYAL (Uttar Pradesh): Mr. 
Deputy Chairman, Sir, I have talked, to my 
colleagues on this side and we ar3' of the view 
that this happens to be an election sluni of the 
ru l ing  party. As Shri Jaswant Singh has 
observed, the General Secretary of the 
Congress I without any rhyme or reason, 
sometime back said thai there is going to be a 
war with Pakistan. The Defence Minister, on 
4th May. suv motit, without any question. 
nothing of the sort, made a stateoint in both the 
Houses about the reported Pakistani troop 
movements in the northern • ports of occupied 
Kashmir. No , this Cal- -ling Attention is. of 
courc, meant to seek clarifications on the 
statement made by the hon  Minister. I was 
joins through the synopsis of the statement 
made by the lion. Minister the other day and I 
have gone through the statement made by the 
Minister today I will just read the last line of 
the synopsis of the-stateme.nl It says 'India was 
now well-! prepared to meet any threat situation 
in this regard 

If Pakistani troops are amassing their troops, 
are concentrating their troops thee, in 1 adakh 
and other places, and if we are well-prepared to 
meet the thieat, then, we  are not worried. we 
need not be worried about the Pakistani threat. 
Thrice, India was suctfcssful in defeating 
Pakistan. Bui I may inform you that when I was 
& student in 1947. in the Allahabad University, 
when the Pakistani infiltrators and the army 
people invaded Jammu and Kashmir, when our 
Army there took possession of a lot of area and 
when our Army was advancing, it was the 
them-.-Primc- Minister who said 'a]l right, we 
so to the U.N.O.' and there was a ceasefire To 
my mind, the present ruling party which has 
been ruling this counlry for almost the entire 
period since IndaDen-dencc. is responsible for 
all The problems in this country. Now partition; 
who was asking for it? T remernber. in 1946 
when the interim Government was the— it was 
working all right.—it was the late -Prime 
Minister. .Tawaharlal Nehru who-said  -We 
cannot work  together; therefore.   . 
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[Sfcri J.  P. Goyal] 
vvc concede Pakistan  Next day, at Allaha 
bad, which was the headquarters of. the 
. Muslim League as well as the Congress 
Party, students belonging to the-Muslim 
League started saying 'Pakistan Ziuda- 
.  
king of the interim Government upto that 
time there v\as no talk of Pakistan. Cica 
tion of Pakistan meant we accpted the 
Two Nation Theory of the late Mr. 
Jinnah Then in the Bangladesh libera 
tion war, the two wings of Pakistan 
fought each other. We conquered 
East Pakistan. Which means that the 
Two Nation Theory exploded because it 
was Muslim fighting against Muslims. 
Then we were saying; "We aie creat 
ing Bangladesh". Who was 'asking you 
to create Bangladesh? Thev were not 
asking for a separate State. Sheikh 
Mrtjibiir Rehman was at that time in 
Pakistani tail. We never talked to him: 
Do    you       want a        confederation 
with India" We said: "We will creare w'nen the 
man was in jail. So behind his back we were 
centing Bangladesh. Now there is the problem 
of fencing on the eastern side 'and on the     
western     side.       These        will  alwavs  
remain and   I     can   assttreyou  that  the   
future generations  are  not going to  excuse  
our leaders     who     wererejronvb'e for 
the creation of Pakistan 

Now we agreed to a ceasefire in 1947 when 
our armies were advancing, the problem of 
Azad Kashmir or hale Kashmir it is, is still 
there. We could not take it back. In 1965, 
again,   at   the   time   of  late   Shri   Shas ri, 
•we  successful with Pakistan. Then the 
Tashkent Conference we did not ray  "We are 
not going to rcgotiate unless that territory is 
vacated". On    the contrary, we gave them 
'back whaever we had concuiered, whatever 
we had achieved. We conceded all the 
strategic points which we captured to them. 
Again in 1971. at the Simla Conference the 
same thin? happened. Whatever our army took 
at  the risk of    their    lives    at the cost 
of  their   lives.     we   conceded   that.      So 

many ladies become war widows. 
Therefore, the result of this appease 
ment policy, whether with Pakis:an 
or with Bangladesh, is quite obvious. 
ThetTLi'o-e we cannot complain against 
Pakistan. Suppose there is a war to 
morrow, again the samelhing you will 
do. The same thing you are doing in 
Punjab. The same thing you are do 
ing in Assam. Everywhere you are 
doing the same thing, giving sort of 
concessions   every   time.  

Now in the statement of the 4th as well as of 
today, the hon. Minister has said "We are a 
neighbouring State". All right, if something is 
happening in Kargil, why are you restive? Talk 
to the Foreign Minister of Pakistan, talk to the 
President of Pakistan—our Prime Minister or 
Defence Miniset can do ii. bdge a strong 
protest and say that is not in the interest of the 
people of ;wo nations. Dr. Lohi'a at one stage 
said that there should be a confederation 
between Pakistan and India. I am for it. 
Otherwie the pro biems of India and Pakistan 
can never be solved. This is one nation. Unless 
this again becomes one nation, Prob-lems will  
not   be solved. 

Therefore. I would suggest that our 
Government should hare  
with Pakistan so  that there may not 
be any war and we should make them 
realise that in case of a war, both 
the countries would be Put to a gieat 
loss and our economics will be des 
troyed. We are spending so much on 
defence and all that. I would submit 
that this is the view which we in the 
Opposition are taking. Elections are 
coming. Everytime outside Parliament 
or inside Parliament you are saying, 
"there is danger", but at the same time 
you assure us that we are prepared. 
All  right when  you     are     prepared, 
there  is no  trouble.    These are  my sub-
mission. 

SHRI MADAN BHATIA (Nominated); Mr. 
Deputy Chairman, Sir. T am surprised I that 
the hon. Member who intiated the discussion 
on this Callina  Attention     Motion,     'he  
subject 
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of which is that there is a serious threat to the 
security of India On account of developments 
on Indo-Pakistan frontiers, has used . this 
discussion to play down this particular threat 
itself and has used this discussion to make a 
frontal attack against the Government and the 
ruling party and its functionaries. I 
respectfully submit that by adopting this 
attitude, he has not only shown that he has got 
this particular debate initiated on totally 
ulterior poli-lical motives but he has displayed 
the same political motivation and the same 
political mentality which was displayed by the 
two prominent figures of the Janata Party who 
returned from Pakistan to declare that the 
rulers of Pakistan have nothing but peaceful 
intentions with regard to India. If there was 
any condemnation which Was required of 
such political mentality and such Jeclarations 
it was provided within a few days when we 
got the disturbing news that there is a concen-
tration of Pakistan troops and com-nandoes on 
the Ladakh border. It is ibis selfish political 
mentality working behind the various internal 
political parties and forces, namely to full the 
country into a false sense of security for their 
own political purpose, which is creating 
trouble for the people in this country. 
Otherwise India is strong enough to face any 
external threat from any quarter. I respectfully 
submit, Sir, the political motivation behind 
this is this that they know and they belfeve 
that the people in this country have had the 
experience and they know that if there is a 
threat to the security of India, India will have 
to depend upon the strong leadership of Mrs_ 
Gandhi because it was her tried and tested 
leadership which pulled India out of the 
turmoil of 1971 to the placid waters of peace 
with glory and honour to the nation. It is this 
political threat to their own political existence 
which makes them mislead the people of their 
own   country. 

I respectfully submit, Sir, that we have 
nothing but  feelings of     friendship    and 

goodwill towards the people of Pakistan 
These disturbing developments on the 
frontiers of India and Pakistan are not the 
creations of the people of Pakistan. They have 
no voice. Their political urges and aspirations 
are being stifled under the military heels of 
the military rulers of Pakistan. If these 
developments are there, it is because of the 
intentions and the policies of the rulers of 
Pakistan, in the framing of which the 
unfortunate people of Pakistan have no voice. 
Therefore whatever I want to say is only 
against the intentions and the policies of the 
rulers of Pakistan. As for the people of 
Pakistan, I have nothing but feelings of 
sympathy and goodwill  towards them. 

Why has Pakistan adopted this attitude? F 
respectfully submit, Sir the most disturbing 
featuie of these developments is not this that 
the Pakistan rulers have acquired massive 
sophisticated weapons. This has been going 
on for the last two years. The most disturbing 
feature which has given an ominous 
dimension to these developments is the 
confession made by the rulers of Pakistan only 
recently that Pakistan constitutes a front-line 
State of the western powers led by the United 
States. This means that Pakistan has become 
an integral part of the sinister policy of the 
United States—to which I drew the attention 
of this honourable House—to encircle India. 
Pakistan has chosen to become the Israel of 
South Asia at the behest of the United States. 
This is the most disturbing feature. Why has 
the United States adopted this attitude towards 
India? For so many reasons we know; (1) The 
United States will never allow India to emerge 
as a strong economic and industrial power in 
the world. (2) The United States cannot 
tolerate non-alignment, and all efforts of the 
United States are directed towards paralysing 
India in order to wreck the movement of non-
alignment in the world. (3) There is a new 
aggressive spirit which has overtaken the 
rulers of the United States, and that is based 
on the concept of winnability of the nuclear 
war. It is because of this new spirit that 
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the United States has launched upon the 
policy of encirclement of the Soviet Union. 
This cannot be equated with her policy in the 
fifties. That was the policy of containment of 
Communism. Today it is the policy which is 
intended to destroy the entire Soviet system, 
India has stood up on the policy of ncn-
alignment. India has refused to become a part 
of this policy of the United States because 
India is wedded to non-alignment Because 
India has refused to become a part of this 
policy of the United States, the United States 
has also launched upon the policy of encircle-
ment of India. India has refused to become a 
link in the chain which will encircle the Soviet 
Union because of her independence and policy 
of non-alignment. And so India is subjected to 
encirclement by the United   States. These  are  
the   factors. 

And I respectfully submit, Sir, that so far as 
nuclear powers are concerned they have been 
able to maintain and secure peace through 
balance of nuclear terror. But, so far as India 
and Pakistan are concerned, my respectful 
submission is that India will never be able to 
have peace with the rulers of Pakistan if India 
bases its policy on the balance of military 
power. India must convince the rulers of Paki-
stan that India will have the military re-
taliatory capacity to destroy the military and 
political machinery of Pakistan if the rulers of 
Pakistan decided to get themselves entangled 
with India. The Soviet Union had suffered 
twice. First Russia suffered in the First War. 
Then the Soviet because the Soviet Union had 
based its Union suffered in the Second World 
War military upon defensive strategy. After 
the Second World War, the Soviet Union also 
had to switch over to offensive strategy. We 
have to build our defences on the retaliatory 
capacity to convince Pakistan that Pakistan 
will not be there where it is if it decided to get 
entangled with ourselves. And, in this context, 
I would like to submit that the most important 
of the Armed Forces is the land Army. It-is 
not the Air Puree, it is not the Navy which 
ultimately wins war. Wars are won by capture 
of the enemy's territory; and territories are 
captured by the land Army. It is, 

therefore, most important that we build up our 
land Army to an extent that this land Army of 
our should have so much preponderant 
numerical strength and should have so much 
superiority and mobility and fire power that 
Pakistan will not dare get entangled with us. 
In this context, I would also like to submit to 
the hon. Defence Minister that this theory that 
no one will commit aggression unless it has 
three times the strength of its victim does not 
hold good. I will give only two examples. The 
Germans had 135 divisions; the French, the 
Belgians and the Dutch had 136 divisions; 
and still aggression was committed. Not only 
was aggression committed, but also the 
Germans prevailed over a period of a few 
days because of their fire Power and the 
mobility of their tanks. Pauzer divisions and 
paratroopers which gave absolutely a new 
dimension to the strategy of war. Similarly 
the Soviet Union, I need not give the figures. 

Respectfully I would like to ask two or 
three questions from the lion. Minister for 
Defence. (1) What steps is India con-
templating to ensure that Pakistan is left in no 
doubt that if Pakistan ever uses nuclear 
blackmail against India, India will have the 
instant capacity to retaliate? Number two, will 
the hon. Defence Minister assure this hon. 
House that India's defences are being built up 
on the concept of retaliatory capacity? . 

Number three, Sir, will the hon. Minister 
for Defence consider that our greatest strength 
is our manpower and whether it is not time 
for us to consider that out-regular army 
should also be supplemented with a new 
structuring involving building up of another 
land army based on Israeli model and the 
Soviet model, namely, two or three years' 
service with the army and then going back to 
civilian life but ready-to take up the arms and 
defend the country when the time conies? 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: The debate  
will   continue   after lunch. 

The House then adjourned for 
lunch at eleven minutes past one 
of the clock. 



 

The House reassembled after lunch at 
twelve minutes past two of the clock, 
The Vice-Chairman (Shri Syed Rah- 
mat All) in the Chair. .. : 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRl SYED 
RAHMAT ALI); We continue with Calling-
Attention. Shri K. Mohanan. 

SHRI K. MOHANAN (Kerala); Mr. Vice-
Chatrman, Sir, we are all concerned with the 
disturbing situation prevailing on our borders—
the Pakistan border as well as Bangladesh 
border. We mast have our preparations to face 
any eventualities. We must have to alert our 
Armed Forces' as  well as our people- 
Complacency is the number one enemy, no 
doubt. But, Sir at the same time, I would like to 
say that any kind of exaggeration of the situation 
will be detrimental to our defence efforts itself. 

Yesterday, I have referred to in my speech on 
Sri Lanka on certain matters related to this issue 
which we are discussing today. I am glad to note 
that my observations were correct which I have 
made yesterday. Some forces inside and outside 
of this country want to create an atmosphere of 
tension and confrontation or an atmosphere of 
cold war in this part of tlic world. They are 
deliberately trying to create an impression that 
our country is getting isolated and we are 
surrounded by enemies. Sir, my humble 
submission is that this is a spade work for 
something else. Shri Jaswant Singh has raised 
the question of this isolation through his Special 
Mention last week. That was on the Geneva 
conference on human rights. He tried to create 
an impression that our country had been 
completely isolated on the issue of sending a 
fact-finding commission to Afghanistan and his 
logical conclusion was that it was because of the 
failure of  our foreign policy; so, we will have to 
change it. The two super-power theory is only a 
mask to hide the ugly face of pro-imperialism. 
Shri Jaswant Singh had lamented the isolation of 
the country. I would like to ask him what had 
happened on the Kashmir issue Sir, had we not 
been isolated in the UN General Assembly 
several times? How many times had the Soviet 
Union used their veto power in the 

Security Council? Who saved you from that 
critical situation? None other then the Soviet 
bloc, the socialist bloc of this -world. So this 
isolation and support, all these things are part of 
the game of international situation. It is 
diplomacy. We will have to play it at the correct 
time. 

Now, Shri Jaswant Singh and his party 
are very much concerned about the secu 
rity of our country, and they are very 
much concerned about the threats from 
Pakistan. But at the same time, they are 
always against the policy taken by the 
Government on the Afghan issue. We all 
know who is behind Pakistan. At the same 
time, Shri Jaswant Singh and his party 
want to bring the US imperialism to the 
door-step of India, to Afghanistan, to sup 
port Pakistan to attack India Is it the 
intention? I would like to bear from my ' 
hon. friend. Time and again, you are 
criticising the policy of the Government. 
Sir I want to know from the hon. Mem 
ber, Shri Jaswant Singh, and his patly 
whether they are in favour of severing 
relations with the Soviet Union to bring 
US  imperialism   to this  continent, to 
Afghanistan, to support Pakistan to attack 
India. If this is the intention, definitely the 
peopla of this country will defeat that 
intention and that move. It is no secret. Sir, J 
would like to say. 

SHRI JASWANT SINGH Sir, I have 
requested him to yield. Under .norma! 
circumstances, I would not have interrupted, 
but against the normal practice of the Minister 
having to reply to such a debate, since my 
name has been mentioned on so many 
occasions and in so many different contexts, 
perhaps it would be proper if I exercised the 
right to reply. Thank you very much. 

SHRI K. MOHANAN; I am happy to yield 
to him because originally our demand was for 
a discussion on the international situation to 
mention all these things, but because of the 
paucity of time, we could not have it. .So I 
will have to mention these things in the 
background of this particular situation, that is, 
the disturbing situation prevailing on our 
borders. We will have to discuss the stand 
taken     by 
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each and every party of this country. So I 
mention these things. I am prepared to yield for 
an explanation from Mr. Jaswant Singh. I have 
no objection. 

Sir, it is a fact that somebody wants to change 
our foreign policy and to sever our relations with 
the Soviet Union. It is a fact. I am not going into 
the details of that part of the issue. Sir. I do agree 
that the situation on our borders, not only with 
Pakistan but also with Bangladesh is disturbing. 
Everybody knows that it was part of the global -
stra-. tegy of American imperialism. It was their 
game to destabilise different regions of the world 
and to kill democracy. In Latin America, in 
Nicaraguna, in Honduras, in Diego Garcia, in 
Grenada, everywhere they are playing this game. 
US imperialism wants to extend its war machinery 
everywhere in the world. The military rulers of 
Pakistan are a pari of this war machinery of the US 
imperialism. They are supplying sophisticated 
weapons and even nuclear technology to Pakistan. 
The military rulers of Pakistan nowadays are 
facing stiff opposition from the democratic 
movement of their country .It is a fact. They want 
to divert the attention of the democratic movement 
of The democratic people of that country, to some 
other issues. So they want to creato an atmosphere 
of cold war. Not only that. Beyond that. They 
want to have a confrontation with neighbouring 
countries, especially India, in order to divert the 
attention of the people of Pakistan. The people of 
Pakistan believe in democracy. They are not our 
enemies. But the military rulers want to divert the 
enmity of the people towards them to the people 
of India. But we shall not fall a prey to this game 
and to this conspiracy. That is my submission. 
Defence preparedness is a must. More important 
than that is the friendship between the peoples of 
different countries. We must be prepared to face 
any eventuality. But at the same time we must 
have good relations with our neighbouring 
countries through our diplomatic channels; we 
love our relationship and friendship with the 
neighbouring pfcople. 

In this connection I want to mention one 
last point. Yesterday also I mentioned it. 
Not only some interested parties but the 
leaders of the Government itsett including 
the Prime Minister and the Defence 
Minister, everyday are crying there is a 
threat from our neighbouring country, there 
is a threat from our neighbouring country. 
Yes, I do agree with you, there is a threat. 
But this cry of a threat—I am not-terming it 
a war cry—will create as 1 have already 
pointed out—an adverse effect in our 
Defence preparedness, our Defence efforts, 
and it will create a panie among the people. 
I do not know whether the ruling party too 
has its own political motives behind these 
utterances. If there be such motives, I 
humbly request you not to play with the 
defence and security, with the unity and 
inlegrity of this country. 

Lastly, Sir, as I have already said, de-
fence preparedness is a must. At the same 
time I would like to know from the 
honourable Minister what action has been 
taken to defuse the situation through dip-
lomatic relations with our neighbouring 
countries, and whether there is any pro-
posal—that was the last question posed by 
Mr. Jaswant Singh himself—with the Gov-
ernment to have a high-level conference to 
defuse the situation. 

'SHRI    M. S.      GURUPADASWAMY 
(Karnataka);  Sir, already a    large    area has 
been covered and I do not want     to traverse 
the same ground. There are  two aspects 
arising out of this situation.    One is the 
political aspect and the other is the military 
aspect.    Both the aspects are im portant and 
they have to be kept in view     when we are 
dealing with a situation like    [ this.   I take it 
that there has been a heavy concentration of 
Pakistan troops on     our border.   The 
Minister also said that Pakis tan Government 
is taking a number      of steps to improve its 
infrastructure    there.   In the recent past there 
have been violutions on our border.    There 
have beentransgressions by Pakistani aircraft      
andhelicopter.    They have been building     
uptension. There is no doubt about it. There 
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has  been considerable accumulation      of 
sophisticated hardware by Pakistan. There is a 
multi-million dollar contract given to the United 
States for the supply of sophisticated weapons of 
war.    And they have got these sophisticated 
weapons.    Besides, it is also true that there is 
some sort     of alliance or, if not alliance, 
understanding between Pakistan and China with 
regard to sharing of nuclear technology.    Thera 
has been an  assurance on the part      of China 
that they would stand by Pakistan to safeguard -
their legitimate security interests.   But I fail to 
understand why Pakistan has resorted to this 
activity at    this juncture.    I am more on the 
lime factor. Why have they selected this time?     
The equipment coming to Pakistan to be used 
against Afghanistan or those who support 
Afghanistan are      being    turned    against 
India.   The gun that has got to be turned against 
Afghanistan is being turned against us.    Why at 
this juncture?    I am unable to understand.    The 
supply of sophisticated weapons has been going 
on for long since Afghanistan crisis started     At   
that time there was no tension created on our 
borders.    on the contrary Pakistan leadership 
tried to tell India that they are maintaining 
friendlist relations with    India and - they would 
continue to maintain it. They told us that they are 
committed to Simla Agreement  and  they  have   
asserted    that they would remain in the best of    
terms with Indian Government. 

Why did they go back on these assurances 
at this particular time? Is it because they feel 
stronger than before? Is it because their 
interests have been threatened from our side? 
Is it because that the domestic situation in 
Pakistan is compelling them to take this 
posture against India? We remember that 
whenever there was internal compulsion, 
when the situation inside the country became 
serious  grave, explosive, dangerous and 
alarming for the regime, the regime went 
against India and tried to adopt militant 
postures. Is it so? What is the provocation 
which made Pakistan to adopt this attitude? 

Secondly, they are concentrating troops on 
our border. We are very much concerned 
about it. Our security is paramount 

and it has got to be protected. I do not think 
there is any Parry in this country which will 
let down the country. Let not my friend call 
others names. 

In the matter of national security    and integrity, 
there is none in    this    country who will let 
down this country. I    think this thing has been    
tested     and    tested several times in the past.    
There is     no betrayal     All the political   
parties,    without exception,   have looked at the 
sovereignty and integrity of India as paramount, 
as overriding. they have not    taken   any 
partisan attitfide in this regard.    May,   I, 
therefore say that in this situation    also, if there 
is a threat against India by Pakistan, we will 
meet it nnifedly and there   is no question of 
shinking and there is     no doubt about that?   
But i woulj like     to know  what   made   
Pakistan    change    its posture. Why has it 
changed its posture? And the Minister's 
statement made    some reference to the nuclear 
preparedness    of Pakistan.   At one time, we 
were far ahead of Pakistan in nuclear 
technology.    Even now, I think, we are abead, 
not far ahead but ahead of Pakistan in nuclear 
technology    But there is the new element com-
ing in.-  China trying to help Pakistan, to equip 
Pakistan to give technical    know-how to 
Pakistan.    With this new clement coming in. 
where do we stand?   Will this new factor the 
nncfear factor, affect the balance?   Is it going to 
upset the balance, the military balance, the 
regional balance, the political balance,  in this 
area?    Has the Government of India made any 
study of this issue?    Has the Government      of 
India made a study of this to find    out whether 
the nuclear  arms or the      help that Pakistan is 
going to get from China is  leading these 
countries into a nuclear armaments race?    We 
want to avoid      a nuclear armaments race as a 
nation.    We are a peaceful nation and we do not 
want to exploit the nuclear technology, the nu-
clear know-how that we have, for military 
purposes.     We have made our intentions clear.    
But, if Pakistan were to get    the know-how, the 
nuclear technology     from China, where do we 
stand at that time? Are we going to be sucked 
into the   nuclear armaments race    which    we    
have always been trying to avoid?    If that   is 
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[Shri M. S. Gurupadaswamy] so, I am afraid, it 
requires a new look, a new orientation, a change, a 
shift, in our strategy, in our policy and in our 
approach, I think we should not upset the balance in 
this subcontinent. We should restore the 
equilibrium which pre vailed after the Simla 
Agreement. May I ask my friend, Shri 
Venkataraman—he is a very able Minister and an 
old friend of mine—to ponder over this talk .to the 
Pakistan Government and find out whether they are 
serious, sincere, and are accepting the Simla 
Agreement in tato and are going to 'follow 
whatever is laid down in the Simla Agreement. 
Whether a reiteration of the Simla Agreement, a 
reiteration of the commitment on the part of Pakis-
tan, on the part of India, is necessary or not, let him 
think over. We in this country do not want any war 
against Pakistan, We do not want to dismember 
Pakistan. We do not want Pakistan to be weak. 
(Time bell rings). We want Pakistan to be a strong 
neighbour. But, at the same time, we do not want 
Pakistan to be an irritant, to upset the balance of 
forces here and create problems on our border. If 
the domestic situation in Pakistan is the main 
factor, is the main reason, is the main cause, for the 
concentration of troops on our border, to divert the 
attention of the people there, I can understand that. 
So my hon. friend must tell us, because he in a 
position to tell us, whether that is a fact. 

So, in the end, it is necessary to make a political 
assessment as well as military assessment of this 
matter. Both are important. I would like the 
Minister to categorically s,tate that we have taken 
the China factor as well as the American factor into 
consideration. And wherever there is co-operation 
or military alliance or entente between powers, 
against our interests, you have to take note of it. It 
may come from the east, it may come from the 
west, it may come from the north or it may come 
from the south. I do not .make a distinction. (Time 
bell rings) 

Thank you 
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SHRI PUTTAPAGA RADHA- 
KRISHNA (Andhra Pradesh): Mr. Vice 
Chairman Sir, these was a historical pact of 
Simla in 1972 and I think there is no impact 
of such a great pact now em the relations 
between India and Pakistan. The tension on 
the borders and the mistrust continued to 
plague. 

Sir,  most of  the hon.  Members    have said 
that in order to divert the attention of the 
people, the Military    regime    of Pakistan    is 
creating      tension    of    the border.   I  agree    
with    them.    Recently, there has been a great 
pressure from inside the country to restore the 
democratic government  and  Gen.  Zia-ul-Haq 
himself has declared that he has no intention to 
continue in power after the elections. He 
desires to be in power but he Says that he has 
no intention to continue in power after the 
elections.   A person who is intending to rule 
the country, and not interested to continue in    
power    after    elections can never implement 
the democratic    process, and he cannot hold 
the elections. That is why, Sir, to divert the    
attention of    the people from the democratic 
process    and elections, they are taking all 
steps to create some tension on the    borders.   
Sir, recently.  Gen.  Zia     himself    has  
disclosed that there are 15    Divisions    in    all 
in Pakistan Army, aiy 10 out of them have been 
poised at    the    borders    of    India. Apart 
from that, the Pakistan Government has 
procured several sophisticated weapons, 
nuclear weapons, from the Western countries.    
And they have also    created some disturbance 
on our border.   Recently,    in the last month, 
in the Maodhar sector of Poonch district, there 
was an unprovoked firing  on  our  side     and     
that  was,  of course, repulsed    back by    the 
honoured soldiers of our country.   Sir,  some 
helicopters and some aircrafts    have violated 

our air space, and one of them has land- 

ed in the Hoshiarpur district of Punjab-And 
they have got away without being: shot down  
Of course they have declarai that they have 
no hand in the events in Punjab. But 
definitely, 1 think, the Gov ernment of 
Pakistan is meddling in the events in Punjab. 

Sir, Pakistan has acquired the nuclear 
capability and it is in a position to build 
bombs. That is why all these things indicate 
the evil designs of Pakistan, and there is a 
great threat posed to our secus. rity. That is 
why the Government has to be alive to all 
these developments. 

Sir, lastly I would like to put two questions 
to the hon. Minister of Defence. The 
Minister, in his statement, has declared that 
they are well prepared to face any sort of 
danger. Bat 1 do not knovr how the aircraft 
and the helicopters landed in our territories 
and they get away without being shot down. I 
would like to know whether the radar system 
of our country is effective. Sir, I now come to 
my second question. Sir, in the Lot Sabha, on 
the 11th April of this year, the hon. Minister 
of State for Home Affairs has disclosed that 
2942 Pakistanis were in Rajasthan a.nd that 
118 persons out of them were not traceable. I 
would like to know from the hon. Defence 
Minister as to what steps the Government has 
taken to trace all those persons untraceable so 
that they do not indulge in any acts of 
sabotage.   Thank you, Sir. 

SHRI SURESH KALMADI; Sir, one of 
the earlier speakers, Shri Ramanand Yadav, 
has on various occasions carged the 
opposition of various things. But today... 

SHRI RAMANAND YADAV: No, I 
have never charged. When have I charged?   
You have got a wrong impression. 
SHRI SURESH KALMADI: But today I 

have felt specially hurt when he tried to 
challenge the patriotism of the Members of the 
opposition. Sir, I would like to say that some of 
us have fought a couple of wars for the country. 
We have not sat in air-conditioned rooms and 
given war cries. We have seen what war means 
what ravages of war are. We have seen how 
young widows, the after-    math of the war, are   
struggling    today. 
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[Shri  Suresh   Kalmaui] 
We have seen tears in the eyes of many 
children when the father did not come hack 
from the battle-front. We have seen aft these 
things. That is why when we hear the word 
'war  or 'war hysteria', we definitely would 
like it to be the last resort. War hysteria 
statement means the end of statesmenship 
That means our country has failed as far as 
statesmanship is concerned. That means our 
country has failed as far as diplomacy is con-
cerned. 

Sir, we have had the Non-Aligned Meet. 
We have had the CHOGM here. We are 
worried about hundred other countries. But 
what    is the    relationship    with the 

• neighbours? What is the relationship with 
Pakistan? Bad. What is the relationship with 
Bangladesh? Bad. Ceylon-bad. Ncpa'—
suspicion. There is total failure of our foreign 
policy. We should Slave concentrated • on 
direct talks with them. We as the Chairperson 
of the NAM, should be talking to the smaller 
countries. That is our  responsibility.  But 

' instead of doing that we are concentrating on 
other international forums. We cannot afford 
a war. Both the countries cannot afford a war 
Our yearly budget is. Rs 12,000 crores 
between India and Pakistan. There are high 
food prices in both countries. We just cannot 
afford a war. I  am very, very concerned Sir. 
when I see various statements by the hon. 
Raksha Mantri, by one of which he has given 
authority to his Generals, who, in the northern 
sector, have been calling press conferences, 
which has never happcned in the history of 
the country before, namely, that the General 
of the Army is given powers to hold a press 
conference every fifteen days. 

Sir, our Raksha Mantri hss expessed a lot 
of concern about Pakistan acquiring a Jot of 
arms. We are also very concerned about it. 
They have been getting a lot of sophisticated 
equipment from the United States and other 
countries. They have been getting the 
Harpoon missiles and a horde of other 
equipment. We also have not been Jagging 
behind. We have couptercd it by getting the 
Jaguar. Wc have countered    it by    getting    
the 

 

SHRI SURESH KALMADI; Jaguar is the 
bomber, whereas a mirage is a fighter. 
(Interruption). Our strength vis-a-vis Pakistan 
is all right. What we have to worry about is 
not only Pakistan's strength In times of war 
which happened last time, they were supplied 
arms, equipment, ammunition and aircraft by 
the neighbouring gulf countries, by the Arab 
countries and by China. I want to know from 
the Defence Minister and from this 
Government what initiatives have been taken 
by the Government to talk to the Arab 
countries, the gulf countries, that in the event 
of war their arms will not be supplied to 
Pakistan These are the things which our 
Government should try to settle by mutual 
talks with these Arab countries. The Defence 
Minister has also said at various times that our 
defence preparedness is at its peak. Defence 
preparedness at its peak was recently seen 
when a Cessna aircraft of Pakistan Civil 
Aviation flew into Indian territory for two 
hours. It was hovering on the border for two 
hours it came inside and our radars failed to 
detect it, and finally because the aircraft ran 
out of fuel, it landed in the Indian territory and 
that is how We came to know that a Pakistani 
aircraft landed in India. For two hours, our 
radars did not come to know of it; our forward 
air bases did not come to know of it; our 
FACs on the forward line with all their 
telephone system and the whole ring of it, did 
not come to know anything about it. Is    this 
your defence   preparedness? 

Mirage.   We have    countered it mow by 
getting the MIG 29 and 31. 
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I would like to draw the attention of  the 
Minister of Defence to the oil installations in 
Bombay High. I, for one, have been in that 
area and I would like 10 say that though this 
country is sinking thousands of crores of 
rupees on petrol production in Bombay High, 
there is totally inadequate defence of Bombay 
High, by means of aircrafts or by means of 
gunnery or anti-aircraft guns. I think the 
Defence Minister should bear in mind this 
particular aspect. 

Also, our protection to all the radar twits, 
signal units is far less than what is required 
and I think special attention must be focussed 
on this aspect; otherwise, within one hour of 
the outbreak of war, 1 think all our oil bases 
can be destroyed. This is the situation today 
which is very grim. And I have come to this 
conclusion after taking to a lot of service 
officers 1 am sure Defence Minister will look 
into that also. Our protection of .the forward 
air bases needs to be strengthened a bit. 

Also Sir, our five-extinguishing capacity 
5s far too low. Even in cities we know fcow 
inadequate is our fire-extinguishing capacity.   
But in the    eventuality    of    a 
war, when there is likelihood of aircrafts 
coming loaded with bombs, we have to be 
prepared with enough fire-extinguishing 
capity. A bomb can even land in Delhi. 
There was a five some days back near one of 
the vllleges of Delhi    and over 2000       
thutments were destroyed and ten thousand 
people had to be evacuated    because of  
failure of fire-fighting equipment.   In the ' 
eventuality of a war, I shudder to think 

     as to what is going to happen to this city. 
So much of Government money is spent 
on this city, and the Government would 
like it to be protected. I would, therefore, 
iike the fire-fighting equipment to be 
strengthened. 
 

Also in the case of Israel-type attack vis-a-
vis Pakistan, I think there is need to be more 
atari on Sundays because that is a day when 
most of the armed forces are on holiday,   
and  I am  sure the Defence 

Minister will pay more attention ,to that 
aspect. 

The main Battle Tank which we have been 
trying to produce for the last so many years 
has still not come on the road and I think, in 
the interest of (he security of this country  
MBT project will be hastened up. 

I would now like to ask a few questions. 
One is, whether it is a fact that a month or two 
back...   (Time bell rings) 
1 am putting questions only; you have allowed 
Mr. Ramannad Yadav 20 minutes, and not 
even 7 minutes to me? I am also a member of a 
group of 18. So, Sir, I would like to know 
whether any espionage was detected in 
Kashmir Valley and is it a fact that 6 Indian 
officers, Indian Defence personnel, were 
caught in the espionage activity?    This 
happened about 
2 months back.    If the answer is yes, in-
vestigation is going on, or whatever it is, I  
would   like   to  know  why   the  Parliament 
was not informed of this.     It is a very serious 
matter and I think the    Defence Minister 
should take this House into  confidence  when  
such  a  serious  thing has been unearthed;   
the Defence Minister should nave brought this 
to the notice   of the House immediately.     
Also we have seen that in Jammu and 
Kashmir   a democratically-elected   
Government  is  being harassed because  they 
are not toeing the Central line.   You know, in 
case of any war both lammu and Kashmir and, 
Punjab  are  the  two  States  which  are  most 
vital for the security of the country.  In Jammu 
and  Kashmir, steps are going on to destabilise 
the Government, which    is not in the interest 
of the country.     You might have a State 
Government which is against     the ruling    
party   But    it docs not mean   that   all   sorts       
of activities should      go    on    there     to     
destabilise the     Government.     The     last     
thing    is about Punjab.    The Government 
has said that  there   are  commandos  coming 
from the Pakistani territory across the border. 
I would   like   to   know  whether   the   Gov-
ernment has established    this    fact    and 
that whether,  so far,  Government    have 
been able to capture any of    the     com-
mandos coming from    the forward bases in  
Pakistan? 



SHRI R VENKATARAMAN: Mr. Vice-
Chairman, Sir, I must express my appreciation to 
hon. Members for the teen interest they have 
taken on the subject  This is a subject which is 
above controversy and I would like to avoid any 
controversy in respect of the defence  its 
preparedness and all matters connected 
therewith. I will try to deal with some of the 
general propositions first and then I will answer 
the points raised by hon. individual Members. 

Members raised the question whether the 
Government is ever-reacting and whether fee 
Government is exaggerating the threat. There are 
also Members like Mr. Ram-anand Yadav who 
said that we are not doing anything, that we are 
not acting properly and that something more 
effective must be done. Government have to 
strike a balance between these two extremes. 
There are always such pressures ia every 
country, that you must do more towards defence 
preparedness, take a hawkish attitude and so on  
There will also be people who will say that we 
should play down the defence needs, that de 
vdopment is more important than defence and, 
therefore, you should try to keep it at a very low 
key. I think, both these approaches are not 
correct. What the Government has to do is to 
have a pragmatic view of the situation as it 
stands and then meet it to the best, not only, of 
its ability, but to the best of the nations ability, 
the nation which consists of the Government the 
Opposition and everybody else. 

Here, I would mention that the induction of 
sophisticated weapons, in very large numbers 
out of all proportion to the security needs of 
Pakistan itself constitutes a threat, in my opinion 
to the neighbouring security. My friend, Mr. Jas-
want Singh, who is an expert on defence matters 
advises me that we should look at the intentions 
and that when I say that I will not take into 
account the intentions but the actual situation, I 
was wrong. I refuse to be advised by him here. It 
is the duty of the Government to keep its defence 
preparedness at its peak irrespective of the 
intentions, professed, ex- 

pressed or implied, of the neighbouruia 
country. If the neighbour goes on storing 
gu,n powder on his side, if 1 do not even 
have a fire hydant to quench it, I wi!i 
be labelled a fool. Therefore, the position  
today is, Pakistan is acquiring weapons-, 
! out of all proportion to its needs. it 
was said at one point of time, that these 
are required for being used against Afgha- 
 nistan. -If that were so, can submarines 
 fight Afghanistan? Can Harpoons be used 
 against Afghanistan? The very fact the 
they are going on increasing the defence 
equipment to such a high pitch constitutes 
! a threat to us and we have got to be 
prepared. I would like to rather err oe 
the side of over-caution in the matter and 
be over-prepared, rather than be less pre 
pared or unprepared. When the matter 
was referred to by some people that we 
are trying to use it for political advantage, 
exaggerating it, for whipping up passion, 
enthusiasm, on behalf of or in favour 
of the Government. Well, I must confess 
that there have been too many discussions 
on defence and I myself would not have 
liked it had not Mr. Jaswmt Singh in 
sisted on this today and had not the 
other House asked for it on the 4th of 
May. It was not as if somebody came 
suo inoto and made the statement. the 
other House wanted information on cer 
tain things which appeared on the 4th 
of May in the press and therefore on the 
same day I thought it was my duty to 
give the House all the information that the 
Government had in the matter. Now if I 
come to the House or state in public the 
position, it is not to create a scare be 
cause it is totally against my own interest 
the Government's interset and the coun 
try's interset but to keep the country in- 
formed of the developments in this di 
rection.  

The most important issue before us is: 
are we doing every thing to safeguard the 
integrity and sovereignty of the country? 
Are we doing every thing to see that no 
adventurist activity takes place, taking .into 
account or mistaking into account our 
unpreDaredness to meet the situation. Let 
me give you ' the facts with regard to the  
situation      now.    Between       1st of 
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April and 15th of April, in the first lortnigb 
there were 16 firings across the line of control in 
Jammu and Kashmir in Nowshera, Bimbargali, 
area. In the second fortnight of April, there have 
been 19 firings across the border. When these 
firings take place, if they are not effective we do 
not return them. But if they are effective then 
we return the fire. And on many occasions we 
have had to return the fire because they were ef-
'fectivc firing. Could anybody say if in one 
month there are 35 incidents of firing across the 
line of control that I should take it 
Ooraplacjenitily and say ''well, we must took at 
the intentions of Pakistan whether they want to 
have a war with us or not, whether they are not 
friendly to us, whether they have not mentioned 
to some of the Members of Parliament that they 
arc interested only in • peace and not in any 
provocation"? The very fact that there have been 
air violations and firings across the line of con-
trol, puts us in a position in. which we have got 
to exert every nerve to see that •our defence is 
kept at its peak. 

It was also said that the forces of Pakistan arc 
too small in relation to ours and therefore we 
should not be very much worried. I am sorry it 
is not a fact Considering the size and 
obligations of Pakistan, which I would put 
only at one-seventh or one'eighth of India, 
their army is 50 per cent of our standing army. 
And the deployment of their forces is like this. 
They have lour Infantry Divisions in lamrmu 
and Kashmir. In Punjab they have three 
Independent Armoured Brigades and 6 
Infantry Divisions. In the Southern Sector, 
they have one Armoured Division and one 
Infantry Division. In Rajasfhan they have one 
Independent Armoured Brigade and Infantry. 
As against this the deployment of their forces 
in Afghanistan is only 2 Infantry 'Divisions 
and one in Baluchistan. You can now see what 
is the denlovment of rces. If they have good 
intentions to-wanls India.. why is it that three -
fourth of their forces are deployed of on 
Indian border? And when T see the 
deployment of three-fourth of their army on 
my 'border, do you mran to say we can keep 
Auiet,   we can take it that they are   not 

going to indulge in any misadventure? 
Whether they do it or not is not my concern. It 
is the duty of the Defence Minister to see that 
the country is kept in its peak preparedness. 
There is no other alternative. The Foreign 
Minister can come and say, this neighbouring 
country i friendly, that country is friendly and 
this country is friendly but, so far as the De-
fence Minister is concerned, if there is a 
concentration of troops or armaments or 
anything of the kind of any side, it is his duty 
to see that he gets the preparations to the peak 
level. He cannot take the intentions or the 
views expressed for granted and act on them. 

Now, I do not know if I can take a little 
time and explain all  these things. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Yes, yes. 
SHRI R. VENKATARAMAN: Then I 

come to the next one. Zia himself admits that 
there have been border incidents. In fact, over 
the Pakistan Radio he has said that incidents 
along the line of control between Pakistan and 
India have been occurring. So, it is not that I 
am exaggerating. He himself admits that it is 
so. And not only that. 

SHRI SURESH KALMADI; Please re 
ply to our specific questions...............  

{Interruptions) 
SHRI R. VENKATARAMAN; I prefer to 

do it in my own way. I don't want to be 
advised on this ... (Interruptions) .. . If I do not 
deal with your point you cai ask at that time. 
Because they find it inconvenient to the thesis 
which they have developed, they are 
protesting This is the position. Likewise, the 
position today is that in the border, particularly 
in the Jammu and Kashmir border and in the 
border of Pakistan-occupied Kashmir, there is 
a concentration of troops and that is why the 
threat becomes acute. The point which I will 
now deal with is the nuclear threat which 
again was dealt with by all the Members. So 
far as India is concerned, it stands committed 
to the use of nuclear energy for peaceful pur-
poses and we have reiterated it time and again. 
We have been informed by several sources—
but we have on authentic information—about 
Pakistan building     up ite 
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[Shri R. Venkataraman] nuclear capability. 
For instance on the 13th of June 1983 there 
was a report of a seismic event in Baluchistan 
which some people termed as a nuclear 
explosion. In an interview, the Pakistan 
Director of Atomic Research stated on 10th 
February 1984 that Pakistan has mastered the 
technology of uranium enrichment and that 
they have developed their nuclear poten-lial. 
Theta, in one of the testimonies given before a 
Senate Committee, Dr. Paul Leveanthal, 
President of the American Nuclear Control 
Institute, is reported to have stated—to the 
Congress Committee on Foreign Affairs—that 
China has transferred to Pakistan sensitive 
nuclear weapons design information. We do 
not know how far it is true. I said in reply to 
the debate in the Lower House that I will have 
to proceed on the footing that they have the 
nuclear capability; I can't take any risks. I 
cannot disclose exactly what we have in our 
programme, but I want to assure the House 
that we have taken note of it. We are taking 
measures, should there be any misadventure. 
These are the broad points of interest which I 
wanted to highlight. 

Now I will deal with the particular points 
raised. Mr. Jaswant Sineh asked me: why did 
the Senate Relations Committee change its 
attitude, etc.? Well  it is not for me to snv why 
the United States acted in a particular way. 
But this has been very effectively answered" 
by a brilliant speech by Mr. Bhatia wherein he 
detailed the reasons for the American attitude 
towards India. I do not want to Tepeat them; I 
only want to  adopt them. 

Then Mr. Jaswant Sinch asked me whether 
there has been any incident in the Karpil 
sector. Yes: that is what I have reported. On 
the 17th of April, two helicopters and four  
area where our troops were stationed. And We 
have protested against it ' Pakistan Ms protested 
that it is their territory While we are there, 
Pakistan savs it is their territoy. And in reply to 
their nrotest we have said—T have repeated it 
both on 4th May as well as now today in my 
statement—that if    there is any    dispute or 

difference in respect of    this, the    usual     
procedure of having it settled through flag 
meetings can be resorted to. But this has not  
been   accepted.     Everybody     knows, 
particularly those who have   known    the state 
of affairs in Jommu and Kashmir, if there is 
exchange of fire and    if there is any point to be 
settled, we have  a flag-meeting at   the  local     
commanders  level • and they settle it by 
discussion. But   this has not been done. 
Therefore,  as far as we are concerned  the hand 
of friendship is extended towards them. We are 
willing to have flag metings. We are willing   to 
meet at the level of the Joint Commission which 
is meeting. We have a Joint Commission 
between India and Pakistan where our Foreign 
Minister acid their    Foreign Minister are  
represented, where they can discuss. Therefore, 
the question is not that we are not willing to 
discuss   On      the contrary, we are ready to 
discuss    everything, and we have told them 
thai    this could be discussed. 

Then both Mr. Kalm;;di and Mr. Jaswant 
Singh asked me stent the landing of the 
trainer aircraft, a flying club aircraft. Yes, in 
Mukerian they did land. But then they said it 
was by mistake The Pakistan Government 
has apologized. Thnt is die end of the matter. 
Mr. Kalmadi said.: Your preparedness is so 
bad that you did not know. I am afraid, he 
did not get his facts correct. As soon as this 
aircraft crossed the Indian border our ground 
observation Dost immediately got the 
information, relayed to the headquarters, 
then the Air Force people came, and those 
people said: We have landed here because of 
the shortage of fuel. They were thoroughly 
examined; the aircraft was completely and 
fully examined; there was nothing in it. And. 
therefore, according to the well known 
international convention,.. 

 
       SHRI SURESH KALMADI : What was 

wrong with the radar?  

SHRI R. VENKATARAMAN: Kindy sit 
down. I will tell you. You are a flier and you 
still ask me this question. An aircraft, an air 
club aircraft, flying at 200 feet can never be 
found by a radar. Txks 
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adeast this information from me  It cannot be 
found by a radar. 

SHRI SURESH KALMADI: That means, 
any Pakistani aircraft can fly at 200 feet, and 
you will not know. 

SHRI R. VENKATARAMAN: I do pot 
want to enter into a dialogue with you. You 
must have a little more information on this 
matter. The fact is that radars cannot discover 
anything which is flying within less than 100 
metres. And it is only for this that we have 
observation posts. The observation posts will 
find it. And no aircraft which dies at 200 feet 
can be a bomber or can attack. It will have to 
come at a righ level, dip and attack. 

SHRI R. MOHANARANGAM (Tamil 
Nadu); What is the minimum height? 

SHRI R. VENKATARAMAN: For aircraft? 
Well, there are two kinds of aircraft. There are 
arcaft which fly at a low' level like the F16. 
There are ordinary aircraft, that is. bombers. 
Low level flyimgi aircraft can come a litte 
lower. And low-Ieyel flying aircraft can be 
detected by a low-level radar. There are two 
types of; radars—the usual radar and the low-
level radar. The low-level radar will be able to 
catch the F16. But please take it from me, no 
radar can discover a flying club aircraft which 
dies at 100 feet or J50 feet. And our 
information is, it came at 200 feet. It was only 
because it was coming at 200 feet that our 
observation posts could set. If it were at 
10,000 feet high, they could not have seen it. 
The very fact that our observation posts saw it 
only confirms what I am saying. 

As Mr. Jaswant Singh said, we are ready to 
take up this matter for discussion at all levels, 
flag meetings, joint commission eveb at a 
higher level, if it is necessary. 

Sir Mr. Ramanand Yadav has a lot of 
information. In fact, he went on giving me 
informations while putting qestions to me. He 
asked and question, whether Indian uranium 
has been smuggled. We have seen the reports 
to that effect, but we have no confirmed 
information about it. Ho asked whether China 
is giving nuclear assistance to Pakistan. Even 
here the official information is a denial, but 
we do not know, we  have  no     information 
on 

this. It is true that the Karakoiam road which they 
have built constitutes a threa to us. We have get 
to stiengthen our northern areas, and we. are 
trying to do it. He asked the question, why I 
spend so little. I wish he had come to my 
assistance with my Finance Minister. He asked 
whether six nuclear bombers have been con-
tributed by China. We have no infoima- . tion. 

Then he put a big proposition that Pakistan 
is 20 years ahead of us. I deny it. To the best 
of our knowledge, our nuclear technology is 
fairly abreast. WE-may not use it for nuclear 
weapons. But we  have a technology which is 
abreast. 

SHRI  R.  MOHANARANGAM:     How 
many years ahead is Pakistan? 

SHRI R. VENKATARAMAN : I do Hot 
accept that. 

Then, Sir, Mr. Bhardwaj talked about the 
history. lhe partition and all the mistakes thru 
have been made in the past. I do not think it 
has much relovance, to us at the present 
moment. He said thst the partition was  and 
that the two nation theory was wrong Well a 
nation lives  with all   (he  past  that has 
occurred. 

I must thank Mr. Bhatia for the brilliant 
speech he made. In fact, he has answered 
every point which Mr. Jaswant Singh raised, 
except the technical one's which I have dealt 
with. Than, he asked me, "What steps have 
you taken to ensure the safety against the 
nuclear threat? Well, to the best of our 
knowledge, we arc doing. We cannot discJose 
these things. The strategy cannot be diidosed. 
One point he made is about nyanpowo. 

SHRI SUSHIL CHAND MOHDNT 
(Haryana); You are praising Mr Bhalia that 
ho has answered all the queries raided by the 
Opposition so wonderfully. I only hope that 
he does not moke the position of  the  
Defence  Minister redundant. 

SHRI R. VENKATARAMAN: Thank 
you very much for the compliment. Sir. 
one point which Mr. Bhatia made, I can 
not accept. 
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[Shri R. Venkataraman] In today's warfare 
electronic measures and counter measures 
play a much bigger tole than infantry and men. 
in fact, it is going to be our policy to reduce 
the infantry men and increase the armoured 
divisions. It is also goiing to be our policy to 
concentrate more on electronic measures and 
so on. Now, our emphasis will be on this 
aspect. 

Sir, Shri K. Mohunan also said that we 
should avoid exaggeration. I have answered 
this point His proposal was that we should 
have dialogue. As I have said earlier, we are 
prepared for it. We are having it. In fact, in the 
Joint Commission which is going to meet 
shortly, if it is taken up, we will deal with it. 
The political aspect which he mentioned about 
the confrontation of super-powers and that 
they are trying to influence the policies of 
other less developed countries and developing 
countries, is very well-known. And merely by 
complaining against it. we arc not solving it 
we only take note of the situation and act 
upon it. 

My good old friend, Shri M.S. Guru-
piidaswamy, I am glad that he has come back, 
we have been together in the first Parliament, 
1952, made a very valuable contribution He 
said that Pakistan and China arc getting into 
nn alliance and this constitutes a kind of threat 
to us. Well we have good relations with 
China. I would not like this debate to give an 
impression that China is hostile to India. on 
the contrary, we have friendly relations with 
China. We arc trying to solve the border 
problem through discussions. We have had 
several rounds of talks and J do not see how 
China would be in alienating the Indian hand 
of friendship. Then, he asked why is it that 
this has occurred just now? Well, Shri 
Gurupadaswamy knows very well that it is 
only after 1980-Sl that Pakistan became a 
member of this strategic consensus of the U.S 
It is only after '981 they have poured arms and 
itmmunitions into Pakistan. In fact, there was 
a sort of lull in their relationship prior to that 
because of the refusal of Pakistan to discuss, 
with them the safeguards regirding nuclear 
technology. The U.S.A. did not give them 
much weapons 

at that timit. Only after Regan came to power 
they thought they must have a foothold in the 
West Asia and Middle East so they have picked 
up Pakistan as their "front line State". Therefore, 
they have poured lot of equipment and arms into 
that country. As I said, once they get arms and 
ammunitions, we have  got to prepare ourselves. 
That is all. If you look at history, whenever 
Pakistan got sophisticated arms they tried the 
efficiency of those weapons on us. Did they 
fight with anybodyelse? When they received 
patton tanks there was an attack on us. 
Therefore, I have to be warned about it and that 
is why we say that acquisition of < sophisticated 
weapons itself constitutes a threat. Then, he 
suggested a shift in our policy f do not know if 
he meant that we should go in for nuclear 
weapons. Well, as I said, the Government policy 
is that wc do not want to join the 'Nuclear Club. 
We do not want to escalate the nuclear war 
threat while we go to the disarmament 
conference and plead for reduction in 
armaments and. complete banning of nuclear 
weapons. It would be rather absurd or ridiculous 
for us to go into the manufacture of nuclear 
weapons. About the discussions, 1 have already 
said that we will continue to have them, 

I am greatful to Mr. Mishra for draw ins 
attention to a few things. He specifically 
m&ntioned about the Karakoram Road as well 
as the airfields in Gilgit and Skardu. This is 
another threat. In fact, from Gilgit and skardu, 
their bomber* and fighters can take off and 
this will constitute another difficulty and 
threat for us because in that area we do not 
have many airfields and it will be difficult to 
have airfields. This really is a matter for con-
cern. We have taken note of it and we are 
trying to prepare ourselves to meet the 
situation. 

Then he asked why nuclear information is 
not furnished. Obviously I cannot fur-nisj, 
information on our nuclear arrangements or 
the experiments that we are making and so on   
No country does    it. 

SHRI CHATURANAN MISHRA; I did 
not ask about ourselves. I asked about the 
Pakistan side.     Not that you should 
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tell us about our things. That is not  .the 
proposition. 

SHRI R. VENKATARAMAN: Members of 
the Standing Committee of my Ministry were 
actually shown a picture of the "Islamic 
bomb". I have taken Members of my Standing 
Committee into confidence and shown them a 
video picture of the entire "Islamic bomb, how 
they went about it, where they bought it, how 
they transported it and a]j that. We have shown 
it. Well, if you join my Standing •Committee 
as a member, I will try to give you more  
information. 

SHRI PARVATHANENI UPENDRA 
(Andhra Pradesh): He may be a special 
invitees. 

SHRI S. W. DHABE (Maharashtra): It 
should be given to all Members. 

SHRI R VENKATARAMAN; So far as Mr. 
Kalmadi is concerned. I cannot agree more 
with him about the horrors of war, about the 
difficulties, sufferings; etc. I am myself an 
anti-war man. But that does not mean that you 
can take anything lying down. Then he asked 
whether we are talking to the Gulf countries. 
Diplomatic relations are going on. Our stand is 
being explained by our ambassadors to all 
these countries and there is nothing lacking in 
our effort in this direction. 

Our responsibility in respect of the Bom-
bay High and our responsibility in respect of 
Lakshadweep as well as Andaman islands 
have placed a very heavy burden on our Navy 
and, therefore, we are strengthening our 
Navy. Even day before yesterday you would 
have seen that we are going in for the 
manufacture of SSK submarines. The 
Programme, though it is initially for two, will 
continue and a large number of them will be 
made. 

I have already explained about the 
Muksrian incident. 

So far as MBT is concerned, again I may 
tell you that the MBT is under user trial. The 
prototype has been made and it has been given 
to the Army. They are doing the user trial. 
Every six months we will produce one more 
prototype. About a dozen, of them will be 
made; six 

will be tested by R&D, Research and 
Development and six will be tested by the 
user, that is, Army. Then we will launch on a 
manufacturing programme. Whatever little 
defects we find; we will improve in the next 
prototype that we are making. 

Then he asked about espionage in Kashmir 
and all that.   I have no information. 

SHRi SURESH KALMADI; You have 
already given information to this House that 
information is being collected. You have not 
denied it. Two months back, six Defence 
people were held for espionage in Jammu and 
Kashmir and I am surprised that you have not 
taken the House into confidence in the matter. 
Now you are saying that you are investigating 
it. You have not denied it. 

SHRI R. VENKATARAMAN: Please 
listen. If you also stand how can I answer? 
The point really is, this  unless the 
Government has positive, definite proof, it 
cannot venture information like the hon. 
Member. Whenever I state a thing, I will have 
to... 

SHRI SURESH KALMADI Then dony it.    
Do you deny it? 

SHRI R. VENKATARAMAN; I cannot 
deny. When I do not have information, how 
can I deny? You can deny or you can assert it, 
but I cannot deny it because as a Government, 
I have to state the actual position... 

SHRI SURESH KALMADI; Are yon 
saying that you have no information on this 
account? 

SHRI R. VENKATARAMAN; 1 have 
already told you repeatedly that we have no 
positive, definite information on this. We are 
trying to collect information. In-formation on 
espionage is not that easy. It is not as if you 
can 8° and buy it like a platform ticket. 
Therefore, we have to take care of this. Then 
he asked me about certain commandos 
coming and all that. I have no information on 
this also. I thank the House for the patient 
hearing. 
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THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI SYED 
RAHMAT ALI); Now .we take up spe 
cial Mentions.  

REFERENCE TO THE SETTING      UP 
WESTERN REGION OFFICE OF 

N.T.P.C. AT    NAGPUR 

SHRI S. W. DHABE (Maharashtra): Sr, I 
am thankful to you for permitting me to make 
a Special Mention about the inordinate delay 
on the part of the Central Government 
bureaucracy in setting up the Western Region 
Office of the National Thermal Power 
Corporation at Nagpur in Maharashtra. This 
Western Regional headquarters is meant for 
the area of Maharashtra, Gujarat and Madhya 
Pradesh States. 

In response to my earlier Special Mention 
last year Shri Shiv Shankar, Union Minister of 
Energy, in his letter to me on 25th May, 1983 
stated that NTPC had finally decided to locate 
its office at Nagpur.    Giving reasons his 
letter states:— 

"In establishing the regional office a 
number of factors such as vis-a-vis all the 
power and transmission projects in the 
region, accessibility of the project by rail, 
road and air and the existing in-frastruOural 
facilities, etc. have to be taken ipto account 
before deciding the actual location. Taking 
all factors into consideration NTPC has 
decided to locate their regional office at 
Nagpur." 

Thereafter it was announced that NTPC had 
requested for land from Maharashtra 
Government and in the meanwhile the 
regional office at Nagpur will start functioning 
from 1st April, 1984 in rented premises to be 
provided by Nagpur Improvement Trust and 
other authorities concerned. Instead of starting 
the office at Nagpur some officials in the 
bureaucracy   in  NTPC  and  the  Ministry 

are putting spokes and postponing from time 
to time the commencement of the office at 
Nagpur on some excuse or other, though all 
infrastructure facilities are made available^ 
In the issue of Hitvada daily English 
newspaper, Nagpur dated April 7, 1984 it has 
been commeated that NTPC authorities are 
ditching Vidarbha area and NTPC authorities 
are harbouring second thoughts to its earlier 
decision. In 
fact a team of high officials had inspected 
the site and it was decided that the office 
would shift from 1st June, 1984 Indeed at 
that  time the  decision     was     considered 
final.    Even the authorities tremselves had 
suggested to all the officials to be ready to 
move to Nagpur and to be on the look 
out  for their residential    accommodation 
and education of their children   But    to 
the  great surprise of all it is learnt that 
NTPC  officials   have  decided  recently  to 
halt the entire process.    The reasons for 
the same are advious. It is due    to    the 
interest of some  officials for sticking on 
to  Delhi and to create unnecessary prob 
lems. Everybody in Nagpur is very much 
concerned over this    spurious    attempt to 
change the decision and annual the Mini 
stry's   directives.   Shri   Avinash      Pandey, 
President of the Maharashtra unit of the 
National Students' Union  of Tndia  wrotei 
to me a letter dated 19-4-1984 received by 
me on 2-5-1984 (due to the proverbial postal 
delays) expressing resentment against such 
move. There is already    simmering    dis 
content in Nagpur and Vidarbha area for 
gross negligence of its economic develop 
ment by the State and Central    Govern 
ments  and  also against    the    policy     of 
shifting   existing   offices  and  undertakings 
from Nagpur to other places and against 
fadse   announcements   about   decisions   to* 
locate the  offices and then shifting  them 
on some    pretext    or other.    It seems in 
this case  also the story will  repeat. Due 
to political     pressure     and     bureaucratic 
design, decisions are changed or their im 
plementation postponed from time to time. 
I,  therefore,  request Shri  Shiv     Shankar, 
Union  Minister  of Energy,  to direct the 
NTPC  authorities   to   start  their Western 
regional office at Nagpur from  1st June, 
1984; otherwise, I give a note of warning 
     that   any     delay      will     have     seriom 
., 
consequences.  

.     


